CONTROL AND FITTING DETAILS

USED 1/2" WIRE LINE RODS
8" CONTROL RODS TO MIXER (SEE 8TH SHEET)
No more pulleys available from Spratt estate. Likely to be.

First used dual powerbands 3Vx475.

OK till belt tensioner broke, PB damaged pulleys, & set of belts destroyed beyond reasonable repair.

2nd set of PB lasted five minutes, last resort - 3 Vee belts 3-4 min.

Use timing/co6 belts & pulleys for better reliability.

Spratt Controlwing Flying Boat

Drive Shaft Pulley.
Distributor Assembly

1. Remove motor timing pulley from engine. Replace and retime new pulley with 5 teeth per inch. Start with T.B. Ward's timing pulley. Mixlox and modify as needed.


Neither of the above is for use with mechanical or electronic distributor control. (Flywheels not shown.)

Distributor modification - 80 HP. Mercury
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